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“Before the Butterfly” Bracelet
As seen in the 2006 Summer Supplement

Created by: Mary Morton

Tools: Glue such as Bead Fix™, round-nose pliers,
chain-nose pliers, file, flush-cutters

To make this design:

1.  Prepare for gluing: using your file, sand the center of one side of a black onyx bead. Repeat this for a total of ten beads.

TIP: When preparing to glue one surface to another, texture on the surfaces will help secure your materials to the adhesive and allow
for a more secure bond.

2.  Place a drop of glue on the textured side of a black onyx bead, then position the first bracelet pad over the bead and press down
gently to avoid slipping.

TIP:  When gluing one surface to another, place the larger item in a stationary position, then position the smaller item over the larger
item and press.  This helps you place things evenly. For this project, the pad on the bracelet form is smaller than the beads. I placed all
ten of my beads, texture side up, in the exact position I wanted them to be on the bracelet, then proceeded to glue.

3.  Repeat step 2 for the remaining black onyx beads. Allow roughly ten minutes (depending on glue used) for these to dry.

4.  Use your sterling head pins to attach the crystal bicone beads: start by sliding a pin through a black onyx bead hole, then add a
small crystal bicone. Use your flush cutters and round-nose pliers to create a simple eye loop at the end of the pin. Do not create a
wrapped loop because you will be adding a dangle to these ends.  Repeat this for all ten black onyx beads.

5.  Create the dangles: add a large bicone to another head pin. Wrap the remaining wire around the pin to create a wrapped loop. (see
illustration)

TIP: When connecting links (one loop to another), wrapped loops are more secure.
Two open loops used as connecting links will repeatedly fall apart. For a more
secure method, wrap one set of loops and leave the other as a slightly open “eye”
loop so you can add your wrapped loop to it later. After adding what you wish,
gently close your eye loop with chain-nose pliers.

6.  Repeat step 5 until you have all ten bicones wrapped.

7.  Connect each wrapped loop to the “eye” loops you created in step 4.

Suggested Materials
Qty. Stock Name
1 #50-297 Sterling silver bracelet form
10 #21-000-004-71 Side-drilled puffed beads, black onyx
20 #37-557 Sterling silver ball-end head pins
10 #05-301-06-160 Swarovski® crystal bicones, crystal/silver shade
10 #05-301-04-160 Swarovski crystal bicones, crystal/silver shade


